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for Tensorial Field Equations*
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Iir this paper rve i<lentify some of the most significant refere[ces on the inversc problem

ol thc calcr:lus cf vanations for single integrals and initiate the study of the generaliza-

rion of the undcrlying methodology to ciassical fieid theories. We llrst classify Lorentz-

covariant tensorjal field equations into nonliltear, quasi-linear, and semilinear forms,

and then introduce their systems of equations of variation an<i adjoint systems. The

necessary aud sufficient conditions lor the self-adjointness ofclass .l!, regular, iensorial,

nonlinear, quasi-linear and semilinear lorms are rvorked out, We study the Lagrange

equarions, their sysfem of equations ol variatiotrs (Jacobi equations) and their adjoint

system by proving that, for class .la and regular Lagrangian densities, they are always

sell-adjoint. We then introrluce a concept of analytic representation which occurs when

ihe Lagrange equations coincide lvith the field equations up to equivalence transfor-

mations and refinc the definition by particulariziog it as dircct or indirect and ordered

or nonordered. Some of the convenlional cases of tensorial fields are considered and rve

prove, in particular, that the conventional representation of the complex scalar field

in interaction with the clectromagnetic field is of the ordered indirect type. For the

objective of identifying ou1 proglam we recali the two classes of equivalence trans-

formations oi the Lagrangian densities rvhich are primariiy used nowadays, namely,

the Lorentz (coordinate) translormations and the gauge transiormations (transformations

of fields rvithin a fixed coordinate system), and postulate the existence of a tirird class,

vrhich we term isotopic transformations ol the Lagrangian density and which consist of
equivalence transformations within a fixed coordinate system and gauge. lVe finally

outline the objectives of our program, which essentially consist of the identification oi
the flccessary and sufficient conditions lor the existence of a Lagrangian in field theories

a1d their first application to the transformation theory rvithin the franrervork of our

vrLriational approach to seifl-adjointness,
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/6:y ,ri,.,g a charecterization oi.the concepr o[ analytic rcpresenrrrion ard.a varia-

ti*nt npplnr.h to self-adjoininess introduced in a preceding paper' we prove a theorem'
.-^^-i^ I

accor<ling to which a necessary anci sufficient conditioll ior a class (2, reg'tlat, Icnsorial'

;;.i-i;r;r. sysrem of fielcl equations to admit an ordered clirect analytic representarion

in terms oi the Lagrang" equations in a legion J? of its variables is that the sysletrr is

."tr."ojoin, in .r?' We point out as a i]rst coroilary that il the ordering requiremcnl is

."n,orid from the dcfinition of analytic .epresentation, then the condition of seii-

..tjoi,,tn".softhefleldequationsisonlysufficientfoltheexisteoccofaLagr'angian
Jensitv. We therl provide as a second corollary a methodoiogy for thc conrputation of

it " 
i.'#*gi"n iensity for the representation of self-adjoint quasi-linear tensori^l

n.ia 
"q"uuu*r. 

This n'rethoctology is also particularized for ordinary semilinear systenls

oi tensorial field equations through a third corollary. The above rcsults tre interpreted

from the viervpoint of interactions. wc first lecove.' through a lourtli corollarl" the

conventionat structure of thetotal Lagrangian dcnsity Jflo1 : Li "9l"lyy 
* '!fr,,r for

the scmilinear form ol the field equations, and then introducc througil a fifth corollary a

generaiizedstructureolthetype grnr--L;.YiNl,Yg{i..*j/:-Lnforthereprcsenta-
ions ol the field equations in the quasilinear form. Therefore, our analysis see{ns to

intlicate that a general lorm ofrepresenting interacting fields is characterized by (il+1)-

interaction terms in the Lagrangian: ll rnultiplicativc telms anci one additive term to the

Lagrangian for thc lrec fields.

1- Iurnonucrlox

In a preceding lraper [l.I, we have studied class'de, regular' Lorentz-cor'arittnt'

tensorial lield equations in (a) the nonlinear.faru:

F"r(x", dt', d"'* , 4"'*o) : o,

ttr , (t - 1.2,...- tt. ti' F : 0' l' l' 3'
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ln this paper we fust study the equivalence transformatioDs oi class 'lt, regular, ten-
sor.ial, quasiJinear systems of field equations which (a) preserve the continuity, regularity,
and quasi-linear structure of the systems; and (b) occur rvithin a fixed system of Minko.'vski
coordinates and field components" We identify, among the transformalions of this class, those
rvhich either induce or preserye a selfl-adjoint siructure of the field equations and \ye ternr
them genotopic aud isotopic traoslbrmations, respectively. We then give the necessary

and suflicient conditions for an equivalence translormation ol the above typc to be either
genotopic or isotopic. By using this methodo.logy, we then extend the theorem on the
necessary and sufficient condilion for the existence of ordered direct analytic represetrta-
tions introduced in the preceding paper to the case of ordered indirect analytic representa-
t,ons iil ternrs ol the convcrtional Lagrange equations; we jntroduce a method for the con-
struction of a I-agrangian, rvhen it exists, in this broader context; and we explore some im-
plications of the underlying rnethodology for the problem ol the structure of the Lagrangian
capable of representing interactions w.ithin the iramework of the indirect analytic re-
presentations, Some of the several aspects rvhich demand an inspection prior to the use

of this analytic approach in actual models are pointed out. In particular, we indicate a

possible deep impact in the symmetries and conservation laws ol the system generated
by the use of the concept of indirect analytic representation. As a preparatory step prior
to thc analysis of these problems, we study some methodologicai aspects which underlie
the genelalized Lagrange equations postulated in the first paper of this series for the case

rvhen they are regular, namely, when they are simple equivalence traosformations of thc
conventional Lagrange equations. We first introduce a generaliz-ation of the action principle
capable ol inducing the generaiized as rveil as the conventional equations. In this lvay rve

establish that the former equations ate "bona fide" analytic equations. Finally, as our
mcst gcneral analytic framework for the case of unconstra;ned iield equations, we work
out the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of ordered direct analytic re-
presentations of quasi-Jinear syslems in terms ol the generalized analytic equations and
study their relationship to the conventional representations.
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